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Executive Summary 
This International Forum, Towards a Secure and Resilient Energy Supply in a Net Zero-Emission 
Society, was convened In Frankfurt, Germany on January 23-25, 2023. The Forum was organized by 
the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center, Champaign, IL, USA, and the House of 
Energy e.V. Kassel, Germany, and was hosted by House of Energy e.V. This International Forum 
brought together more than 120 experts from Austria, Denmark, Italy, the Netherlands, the United 
Kingdom, and the United States of America to initiate conversations among key stakeholders 
regarding ways to establish a secure energy supply in Europe, to limit climate change, and to provide 
a basis that supports a net zero emission society. 

This Forum was designed for personnel in state and local governments and defense agencies that are 
responsible for shaping energy policy, fostering cross-sector strategies, and forming future building 
codes, legal frameworks, taxes, and rebates; for engineers and scientists dealing with advanced 
energy technologies and systems; and for energy planners tasked with developing resilient, 
environmentally friendly, cost-effective energy solutions applicable at the municipal level, at local 
military, commercial, and residential community levels. Participants included representatives from 
energy utility companies that provide energy to regions, cities, and local communities; energy 
performance contractors; architects; and equipment manufacturers, who shared their unique 
insights. A key feature of the forum was the transdisciplinary exchange between experts with military 
and civil background on the sustainable, secure and resilient energy supply of buildings. 

Over the 3 days of the Forum, participants shared information and discussed strategies, technologies, 
business and legal approaches to address current energy-related challenges in Europe, with an 
emphasis on Germany. The discussions were structured around six sessions: 

Session 1:  Strategies toward Net Zero Emission Future and Energy Security – Gaps to be bridged 
and challenges to be overcome (from the perspective of industry, civilian, and military 
sectors). 

Session 2:  Building- and Community-Level Solutions – Codes, standards, and technologies for 
newly built and existing buildings. 

Session 3:  Sustainable Communities and Regions – Case studies 
Session 4:  Current and Future Utility-Level Solutions – Challenges, tasks, options, and strategies. 
Session 5:  Implementation Strategies – Business models, legal constraints, data security, planning, 

guiding, and monitoring energy transformation. 
Session 6:  Guidelines and Tools for Energy Master Planning toward a Resilient and Net Zero 

Energy Supply. 
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Introduction 
Industrialization starting at the end of the 19th century increased the overall welfare of human beings 
and contributed to economic growth, political stability, and overall development and security of 
other sectors such as agriculture and manufacturing. The World Health Organization (WHO) has 
shown that access to clean, sustainable, and affordable energy plays a crucial role in advancing 
health.1 Energy is also critical for achieving nearly all other global goals that include eradication of 
poverty, opportunities for quality education, access to clean water, job security, economic growth, 
and combat of climate change. 

Most of the development took place in the “Western Hemisphere” and was based on the large-scale 
use of fossil fuels. Today there is a sufficient amount of energy coming from different sources (fossil 
and renewable energy [RE] sources), but a secure energy supply from multiple sources has been 
disrupted for Europe and potentially might be the case for Asia in the future. In the short term, it 
affects the well-being of the population, and the economy of counties with industry and 
transportation heavily dependent on readily available and cheap energy. It also affects the 
geopolitical situation and political choices of the countries affected. 

The increase of carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere causes global climate changes. 
According to the analysis of the World Resources Institute about 75% of global greenhouse gas 
emissions are linked to energy, while the remaining 25% is connected to nutrition for a growing 
global population.2 

Energy-Related Challenges in Europe 

Through the Forum presentations and discussions, participants identified the following current major 
energy-related challenges: 

- Energy Supply Security 
- Energy System Resilience 
- Climate change mitigation 
- Operating/energy cost control. 

Energy Supply Security 

The International Energy Agency (IEA) defines energy security as the reliable availability of energy 
resources at an affordable price. To achieve energy security, a country must have access to a reliable 
and diverse mix of energy sources, including fossil fuels, nuclear power, and renewable energy. 

Countries may be divided into three groups: producers/exporters, who wish to ensure reliable 
demand for their commodities (e.g., Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries [OPEC] 
countries, Norway, USA); consumers, whose goal commonly is to diversify energy supply to maximize 
their security; and transit states (e.g., Ukraine and Turkey) that are the essential bridges that connect 
producers/exporters with their markets (Luft and Korin, 2009). A consideration of the goals of the 
various countries and stakeholders highlights two important concepts for energy security: security of 
supply (for the consumers), and security of demand (for the exporters). For energy-exporting 
countries, the security of demand is equally as important as the security of supply (Johansson 2013). 

Diversification of energy sources is essential to energy security and allows operation without 
disruption of supply and shields consumers from exorbitant price rises. Nations that can supply all 
their energy needs and still maintain surplus energy resources, e.g., Norway, Russia, and Canada, are 
energy secure. 

In 2000, the European Commission referred to energy supply security as “the uninterrupted physical 
availability of energy products on the market, at a price that is affordable for all (private and 

 
1 https://www.who.int/health-topics/energy-and-health#tab=tab_1  
2 https://www.wri.org/data/world-greenhouse-gas-emissions-2018  

https://www.who.int/health-topics/energy-and-health#tab=tab_1
https://www.wri.org/data/world-greenhouse-gas-emissions-2018
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industrial) consumers, while respecting environmental concerns and looking towards sustainable 
development” (EC 2000). This extends the IEA definition to include environmental and sustainability 
issues. 

In the 21st century, energy security is driven by the rising demand in Asia, disruptions of gas supplies 
in Europe, and the pressure to decarbonize energy systems (Yergin 2006, Hancock and Vivoda 2014). 
Moreover, in today’s energy mix, Europe is increasingly dependent on gas imports, primarily from 
Russia and Norway. Beginning in 2005, the Russian Federation cut down the supply of gas to Ukraine 
on several occasions, on the premise that they were not ready to accept newly established prices. As 
a result, the supply of gas to western European countries was also shortened. The Russian-Ukrainian 
crises showed that the main supplier of natural gas to the European Union (EU) was not only 
unreliable but was also capable of using energy resources as a geopolitical weapon. 

In addition to the diversification of energy sources, an important element of energy security is the 
reliability of energy distribution. 

Energy Distribution Chain Vulnerabilities 

Security and government officials around the globe are concerned about the vulnerabilities of critical 
infrastructure, which includes energy distribution. There are three classes of threats to critical 
infrastructures (Tal 2018): 

1. Natural − Earthquakes, tsunamis, land shifting, volcanic eruptions, extreme weather 
(hurricanes, floods, droughts), and fires. 

2. Human-Caused – Cyber-attacks, terrorism, explosions, and bombing. 
3. Accidental or Technical – Infrastructure and hazardous material failures and accidents, 

power-grid failures, safety-systems failures, and a host of other disasters of omission and/or 
commission. 

On March 5,2019 there was no blackout, and it’s not even clear that it was a specifically targeted 
attack, but hackers did use firewall vulnerabilities to cause periodic “blind spots” for grid operators in 
the western US for about 10 hours. It is the first known time a cyberattack had caused that kind of 
disruption. The incident was originally referenced in a Department of Energy report in April 2019, but 
only in vague terms. A new North American Electric Reliability Corporation document described it in 
more detail, including the type of vulnerabilities that let hackers compromise the web portals in 
question. 

On February 19, 2020, a cyberattack on a U.S. natural gas compression facility highlighted 
longstanding concerns that some pipeline operators are not deploying best practices to foil hackers. 
The attackers gained access to information technology systems, infecting them with ransomware 
that subsequently infected operational technology systems, including those that control industrial 
systems in factories, plants, and infrastructure.3 

On May 7, 2021, Colonial Pipeline, an American oil pipeline system that originates in Houston, Texas, 
and carries gasoline and jet fuel to the Northeastern United States, suffered a ransomware 
cyberattack that impacted computerized equipment that manage the pipeline. 

On September 26, 2022, a series of clandestine bombings and subsequent underwater gas leaks 
occurred on the Nord Stream 1 and Nord Stream 2 natural gas pipelines. Both pipelines were built to 
transport natural gas from Russia to Germany through the Baltic Sea, and are owned in great part by 
the Russian majority state-owned gas company, Gazprom. The true identities and the motives of 
those responsible for the sabotage remains an issue of debate. 

In 2022, there were 163 direct physical attacks on the U.S. electric grid, according to data from the 
Department of Energy, a 77% increase from 2021.4 

 
3 https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2020/02/19/gas-pipeline-ransomware/ 
4 https://democrats-homeland.house.gov/imo/media/doc/letter_to_dhs_electrical_facility_attacks.pdf  

https://democrats-homeland.house.gov/imo/media/doc/letter_to_dhs_electrical_facility_attacks.pdf
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Fixing natural gas supply chain issues by replacing natural gas with liquefied natural gas (LNG) is 
limited by the available capacity to transport LNG around the world due to a lack of shipping 
capacity, terminals, and connecting pipelines. Achieving energy security is a complex challenge that 
requires a coordinated effort by government, industry, and consumers. This nexus of rising energy 
prices, increased demand for energy, and disruption of existing supply chains, highlights the critical 
need to define energy security and clearly delineate ways to achieve it. NATO countries’ military 
installations have unique requirements for energy security and must quickly adapt to changing 
requirements resulting from the military aggression of the Russian Federation. 

Energy Systems Resilience 

Energy resilience is defined as the ability to prepare for and recover from energy disruptions that 
impact mission assurance (DoD 2020). The resilience of the energy system impacts the primary 
functions of military installations, hospitals, and education campuses during disruptions. Throughout 
the history of energy systems, major disruptions of energy supply (both electrical and thermal) have 
degraded critical capabilities and caused significant social and economic impacts on private and 
public communities. Therefore, resilience must be an integral goal of the community-wide energy 
master planning process, and the application of energy resilience principles is important during the 
design of new energy systems and upgrades to existing systems. Best practices for resilient electric 
and thermal energy systems favor the use of installed and operating energy sources over emergency 
generation for short durations; promote the use of multiple, diverse sources of energy; and favor 
local energy resources that originate within the community/country. 

Energy Cost Control 

In 2021 the unreliable gas supply from Russia spurred a 600% increase in European gas prices. The 
price of wholesale gas has caused several smaller energy providers in the UK and Italian markets to 
collapse and has halted production in some industries. 

Climate Change Mitigation 

Rising temperatures, changing precipitation patterns, and more frequent, extreme, and 
unpredictable weather conditions caused by climate change are worsening existing security risks and 
creating new challenges for the United States and its allies and partners (O’Neill 2022). The European 
Union and the United States are striving to limit climate change by establishing ambitious policies at 
home and by closely cooperating with international partners to cut greenhouse gas emissions by at 
least 55% by 2030 to become climate-neutral by 2050. 

Interrelations between Challenges, Scale, Priorities, and Scope 

Climate change mitigation and challenges to energy systems’ resilience are related and global, while 
the issues of energy supply security and control of operating costs are regional. The Russian/Ukraine 
war has dramatically changed the local marketplace in both the West and the East with differing 
implications for both markets. In the West, gas prices are anticipated to remain high until at least 
2026 (Mackenzie 2022) due to the change of energy suppliers, bottlenecks, and the additional costs 
of LNG transportation, while in the East, those that are willing to procure energy from Russia are 
obtaining gas and oil at lower than what would have been normally prevailing rates. From a climate 
change perspective, global emission increases due to more coal use in the West as well as the war 
are impacting climate change across the whole globe. 

Each of these individual challenges can be addressed separately or in a holistically structured way. 
For example, while readily available coal may provide a cheap solution to address energy supply 
security and reduce high energy costs, expanding coal usage will not support a roadmap to society’s 
decarbonization and will not support energy system resilience. LNG can provide an alternative to 
piped natural gas but will require significant investments into LNG transportation and conversion, 
which will divert significant funds from investment in renewable energy. 
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From a practical point of view, each challenge will be characterized by its own urgency, timeframe, 
and scope of loads/buildings under consideration. Energy supply security and cost control can be 
considered as short-term objectives that shape the geopolitical mix, that impact national economies, 
and that affect the well-being of the population. Energy system resilience may be seen as a mid-term 
(2-5 year) objective, and planning for climate change mitigation must start immediately and be 
implemented throughout the longer term to meet established goals by 2045-2050. 

When considering the mission-critical buildings and types of systems that must be addressed to meet 
energy system resilience requirements, one must assume that the event causing loss of power or 
thermal energy to the building is due to a natural or a man-made act for a relatively short period of 
time (between few second to few days), and that there will be the emergency capability to support 
critical missions during this period of time. 

By contrast, energy supply security, caused by periods of power and thermal interruption due to 
geopolitical or other reasons, can last much longer (months to years); and such interruptions demand 
an approach to provide power and heating/cooling to all or a part of the installation, which may be 
greater than the subset of mission-critical facilities needed to sustain operations. 

The long-term objective to mitigate climate change is to reduce energy loads and decarbonize the 
remaining energy supply options for the entire building stock, transportation and process loads. 

To achieve all four objectives (supply, resilience, security, and climate change mitigation) in a cost-
effective and timely manner requires a holistic approach. The core and common element in achieving 
all four energy-related framing goals is energy efficiency, which reduces the amount of fuel required, 
the size and cost of systems, needed to meet the remaining loads, the amount of emissions 
generated, and operating costs. Energy security for DoD installations, in the European/Asian regions, 
can be achieved by replacing Russia-originated fuels with alternative fuels and/or renewable energy 
sources, eventually transitioning to 100% energy from renewable energy sources. Most of the 
measures supporting energy supply security will enhance energy system resilience and will provide a 
smooth transition to a net zero emissions society. 

Energy Planning To Address Near-Term and Long-Term Energy Challenges 
Benchmarking – Load vs. Supply 

The starting point for any energy program is an accurate benchmark of the facility or site from a load 
perspective. Traditionally, benchmarking has focused on energy supply rather than load. Accurate 
benchmarking of the various loads requires significant effort in sorting through a myriad of data, but 
it is only benchmarking of the load that allows for accurate forecasting of proposed building-level 
energy conservation, storage, or fuel-switching technologies. Utility-level solutions can only be 
considered after building-level solutions have been assessed. It should be noted that building-level 
solutions also need to recognize local utility infrastructure delivery and capacity capabilities. 

Reducing energy load and/or demand for existing facilities historically has been the focus of many 
energy service agreements, which have concentrated on standard conservation measures such as 
upgrades to lighting, appliances, and heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) equipment. In 
the current energy climate, reducing energy demand requires that one go beyond traditional 
equipment efficiency improvements by reducing facility loads through envelope upgrades, optimized 
equipment operating strategies, repairs/upgrades to energy distribution systems, and the use of load 
shifting through energy storage or fuel switching. Resource security is more influenced by reducing 
load use than by implementing advanced supply measures. From this perspective, efficiency 
measures at a facility when considering energy generation efficiencies and distribution system losses, 
can have a 3 to 1 payoff in supply security – saving a million kWh/Btus at the load can save 3 million 
kWh/Btus of fuel use and storage. 

There is a need to revisit the building and energy systems standards and codes and methods of life 
cycle cost (LCC) analysis, which are based only on reducing energy and maintenance costs. In a 
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holistic approach, energy system resilience and the last phases required for addressing climate 
change mitigation (energy storage, green fuels, etc.) will be considered when investing in energy 
systems efficiency and waste utilization. The scope of energy projects (individual buildings vs. 
building clusters, vs. cities, vs. the whole nation, vs. the continent) must be optimized so that 
electrification of energy systems in some regions does not place a burden on the entities (regions, 
states, countries) where this power is generated. 

Site Energy vs. Source Energy Considerations 

A move away from the traditional site energy-based analysis, toward an accounting for source energy 
resource utilization and related emissions of all energy streams, is critical to efforts to achieve energy 
security, clean air and decarbonization. This will more properly identify the need for, and the benefits 
of, new technologies and efficiency improvement approaches. 

Recognition of actual energy requirements, utilization, and availability at the source for end-users 
inside the fence is vital to ensuring mission capability and to informing energy managers on how best 
to ensure energy security. This also allows planners to technically and cost-effectively combine the 
best available technologies in electric and thermal microgrids to provide facility energy and mission-
critical support. In many regions, decarbonization efforts have resulted in a mandate to reduce fossil 
fuels in power generation, while also electrifying end uses such as space heating. While these goals 
appear to lead to a reduction in emissions from both the grid and buildings, the results have in fact 
been somewhat different. In New England where natural gas is being discouraged as a power 
generation resource, the New England Independent System Operator (ISO) has shown that as 
additional resources are needed, they have actually become more reliant on oil and even some coal 
to maintain system stability (Figure 1). While renewable energy generation is growing, it is not always 
incorporated as a dependable capacity resource, such that the ISO may be forced to dispatch high 
emissions units when renewable generation is lower than projected. Supply constraints in Europe 
have produced similar outcomes as supplies of Russian natural gas dwindle, there has been a return 
to coal mining in Germany. While some may see these increases in high-emission fossil fuel use as 
anomalous ‘blips’, note that the United States has not yet begun its planned electrification of heat on 
a wide scale, which is likely to significantly increase U.S. wintertime grid demand at a time when 
Solar PV output is at 50% of nominal summer output in cold weather climate zones. 

 

Figure 1. New England ISO Electricity Supply by Source Energy Jan 31 – Feb 6, 2023 (US EIA). 
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Figure 2 shows a chart of electricity supply in Germany over the same time. 

 

 
Source: https://www.smard.de/ 

Figure 2. German Electricity Supply by Source Energy Jan 31 – Feb 6, 2023 (SMARD). 

Technology Solutions To Be Considered 

The first category of technical solutions includes those that focus on energy efficiency improvements 
during new construction, major and minor building renovation, and energy waste repurposing. These 
contribute to achieving the four energy goals stated above. Projects in this category implemented in 
Europe have to comply with the host nation minimum requirements. For example, in Germany 
mandatory requirements are specified in GEG (Gesetz zur Einsparung von Energie und zur Nutzung 
erneuerbarer Energien zur Wärme- und Kälteerzeugung in Gebäuden – Law on saving energy and 
using renewable energies for heating and cooling in buildings, http://www.gesetze-im-
internet.de/geg/). Appendix …. Presents the flowchart summarizing the GEG. Additionally, a few 
states have adopted laws mandating renewable energy as part of building construction and 
renovation projects. 

For U.S. military installations projects executed in Europe shall consider the most stringent between 
the host nation requirements and 10 CFR Part 433 Energy Efficiency Standards for the Design and 
Construction of New Federal Commercial and Multi-Family High-Rise Residential Buildings. 
ebaudeenergiegesetz (GEG – German building energy law that includes requirements for reducing 
energy consumption and increasing renewable energy). 

To effectively decarbonize the power grid without undue risk to the mission, an integrated approach 
to energy demand reduction, supply security, and supply decarbonization must be devised and 
implemented to include integrated technology solutions. These systems are expected to include grid 
electricity and outside-the-fence fuel supplies where cost-effective, and to complement 
decarbonizations efforts by using applicable on-site energy resources, including: 

1. Photovoltaics 
2. Solar thermal 
3. On-site wind 
4. Battery Energy Storage Systems 
5. Thermal Energy Storage (diurnal and seasonal) 
6. Combined Heat and Power (CHP) (natural gas, biofuel, biomass, H2, jet fuel, blends) 
7. Geothermal 
8. Geoexchange 

https://www.smard.de/page/home/marktdaten/78?marketDataAttributes=%7B%22resolution%22:%22hour%22,%22region%22:%22DE%22,%22from%22:1675119600000,%22to%22:1675724399999,%22moduleIds%22:%5B1000100,1000101,1000102,1000103,1000104,1000108,1000109,1000110,1000111,1000112,1000113,1000121,5000410,1001226,1001228,1001227,1001223,1001224,1001225,1004066,1004067,1004068,1004069,1004071,1004070%5D,%22selectedCategory%22:null,%22activeChart%22:true,%22style%22:%22color%22,%22categoriesModuleOrder%22:%7B%7D%7D
http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/geg/
http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/geg/
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9. Heat Pumps. 

Increased reliance on on-site (inside the fence) energy supply (electricity and thermal energy to serve 
optimized loads) for long durations (minimum 7 to 14 days) is necessary to ensure mission readiness 
as the electric grid shifts to more intermittent sources of supply and as fossil fuels are phased out in 
favor of more limited supplies of biofuels and other energy sources. 

While recent European energy strategies have included optimal cost-effective zoning of district 
heating (DH) and gas grids (1979-2020) and the replacement of fuel oil with natural gas, the 2021-
2030 strategy is to replace oil/gas boilers with district heating systems (DH) or heat pumps. 
According to these strategies, the optimal energy generation and storage options for many new 
solutions benefiting from economy of scale and includes: 

- Use of CHP potential- no power-only generating plants, use of biomass and synthetic natural 
gas CHP for base load, use of natural gas at low fuel prices, transition to hydrogen-based 
fuels when they become available, use of CHP as a clean dispatchable resource to support 
intermittent renewable energy supplies. 

- Full use of waste-to-energy potential. 
- Use of seasonal gas storage. 
- Use of electric boilers in DH when there is surplus wind energy (to balance the power grid) or 

to supply local electrolyzers to make, use and store hydrogen as a fuel source. 
- Use of large heat pumps in low temperature DH, cascade heat pumps to achieve higher 

temperatures where cost effective. 
- Use of low temperature heat sources from data centers, district cooling, deep geothermal, 

and wastewater. 
- Use of large heat storage tanks and pits for leveling daily, weekly, and even seasonal 

fluctuations. 
- Use of large, chilled water tanks for optimizing the use of electricity for cooling and as back-

up for critical cooling loads. 
- Use of ground source heating and cooling. 

Thereby many of these existing District Heating and Cooling (DH&C) systems in cities or campuses 
combining large heat pumps, electric boilers, CHP and storages demonstrate that they respond on 
electricity prices as if there was installed a huge electric battery – referred to as a virtual battery. 
These DH&C offer resilient, low carbon and clean thermal energy. 

Further development for 2030 includes the following generation, storage, and infrastructure: 

- Wind and solar energy will be the primary renewable energy source, followed by waste, 
biogas, and biomass. 

- Distribution of 70% of the market to DH, 30% to building-level heat pumps. 
- Use of district cooling (DC) in campuses and business districts. 
- Use of gas (upgraded biogas, synthetic gas) for industry, CHP peak capacity and DH peak 

boilers (but no individual gas boilers for heating).Use of seasonal thermal storage for DH. 
- Use of thermal storage tanks for DC. 
- CO2 capture from waste and biomass CHP plants and use of surplus heat for DH. 

Electrolysis for generation of H2 from wind and use of surplus heat for DH and for up-
regulation (by disrupting a constant demand with short notice). 

European energy plans for 2030 include sector integration of: 

- Biomass and waste CHP to be used for baseload of power and heat, and electric boilers in 
case surplus electricity generated from wind energy. 
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- Large heat pumps for combined heating and cooling harvest of surplus heat from industry 
and ambient heat. 

- Large electric boilers that harvest surplus wind energy and deliver voltage and/or frequency 
regulation to the market and to local power grids so there is no curtailment of wind and solar 
power generation. With storage, this allows for excess renewable generation to be used to 
curtail demand when the grid is constrained. 

- Sustainable forestry that delivers timber to buildings and waste wood from forestry and 
industry for use in DH. 

- Timber, which replaces concrete, steel, and plastic in buildings. 
- The sustainable agriculture and food industry, which delivers wet biomass for biogas 

production. 

European energy strategies in a wider scale beyond 2030 include: 

- CO2 capture from waste incinerators, biomass boilers, and biogas; and surplus heat delivered 
to the DH. 

- CO2 infrastructure grid will distribute CO2 from plants to fuel factories, for food processing 
and on-shore and off-shore storage facilities. 

- Electrolysis plants will produce H2 and surplus heat for DH (providing additional power when 
there is a shortage in power generated from renewable energy sources and that results in 
high power price). 

- H2 infrastructure will distribute H2 from electrolysis plants to large consumers (but not to 
small boilers). 

- Fuel factories will combine H2 and CO2 to generate renewable fuels (P2X) and deliver surplus 
heat for DH. 

- Some European countries and the United States are considering using small modular nuclear 
reactors (SNRs). First US SMR is to be online in 2029 at 462 MW of capacity. 

Transitional and Future Fuels 

All energy generation technologies show an interaction with and have an impact on the 
environment. Green energies can be considered as domestic energy sources and thus also have a 
national strategic dimension. 

However, a choice of transitional fuels (e.g., LNG, LPG, diesel) needed for energy security supply 
today must be selected so that their use today shall be guided by a common infrastructure that 
supports short-, mid-, and long-term goals. 

Thermal and power storage is a critical tool in the overarching architecture, in that it allows the use 
of intermittingly generated energy, energy available during certain periods of time (e.g., wind, solar), 
or energy waste streams from industrial processes, when needed. 

Digitization (the use of “smart” digital technologies) helps reduce energy demand by identifying 
opportunities for increases in efficiency and by helping to stabilize the energy system in a specific 
time and place. 

The energy supply system of the future will be multi-focused with a heavy emphasis on electricity for 
light transportation and commercial buildings. However, it will not be an electricity-only system. 
Energy-dense transportation systems such as airplanes, trucks, buses, and trains may rely on 
hydrogen or renewable fuels to meet their requirements. Military installations, industry, and urban 
areas will likely use district heating and cooling systems with long-term thermal energy storage for 
areas with a high demand density. Efficient electrically-driven heat pumps and water source heat 
pumps for standalone and networked buildings will be used. It will be essential to have clean 
dispatchable power in the future for electric grid stabilization, security of supply resilience and 
economics. Today, renewably fueled CHP appear to be the best suited solution available to produce 
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low/no carbon dispatchable power. Digitalization becomes an indispensable element; however, 
cyber vulnerabilities will have to be addressed with all these systems. 

Implementation Strategies 

We must recognize the physical and fiscal limitations involved in transitioning to a renewables-based 
energy economy. Our existing energy infrastructure has evolved over 100+ years and investments in 
a new infrastructure will take time. Recognizing these limitations, we should jointly develop and 
proceed with realistic approaches to an energy transition. In partnership with the private sector, 
governments should set the direction and develop transition plans to enable a common approach 
with shared responsibilities. 

New energy supply, distribution, and storage systems, and new energy-related requirements for 
buildings and processes call for new methods of funding and implementation of energy-related 
projects, new business models, and taking full advantage of existing but underutilized existing 
financing mechanism (e.g., energy saving performance contracts), better coordination of the 
execution of these projects, and collaboration between end-users and utility companies in financing, 
construction, operation of systems and in energy procurement. Interpretation of current laws and 
improving contracting mechanisms is an urgent topic that must be addressed. Legal frameworks, 
energy regulations, and market models must be reviewed in light of required/proposed changes. 

Forum session 6 discussed Energy Master Planning to achieve community, national, or international 
energy goals. The scope of the Energy Master Plan (EMP) can be broad; it may include new 
construction, demolition, and consolidation projects; energy supply; and energy distribution and 
energy storage components, including creative methods to build innovative site-to-grid 
arrangements that may provide grid stability or site resilience. An EMP is not limited to energy-
related projects; it may include a spectrum of non-energy-related projects, including new building 
construction and demolition; utility modernization projects; non-energy-related measures to 
improve energy supply security and to enhance the resilience of energy systems such as the 
elevation of energy equipment, construction of flood walls, and burying of cables. In most cases, an 
EMP covers multiple interrelated projects where the outcome of one project or a group of projects 
influences one or more other projects. For example, building efficiency improvements impact the 
size of required energy generation capacity; thermal energy supply to a new building requires 
installation of a pipe connection to an existing district system; and connection of additional buildings 
to a hot water district system allows for an increase of CHP base load. Low temperature heating 
systems in buildings allow using low temperature DH which opens for more efficient distribution and 
use of low temperature heat sources. Therefore, the selection of alternatives for an EMP must be 
based on the cost-effectiveness of the entire EMP instead of individual projects that comprise the 
EMP. It is possible that some individual projects will not be cost-effective when considered 
separately. 

In general, many public and government agencies and communities usually provide insufficient 
funding and staff capacities to carry out complex EMPs over time. The use of energy performance 
contracts or a combination of the appropriated fund with third-party financing is well-established in 
the United States but is less known in Europe, especially in the public sector, where it could support 
the implementation of EMPs. 

The local community owned DH and power grids (consumer cooperatives or municipal owned public 
utilities) in Denmark are examples of the drivers for the collaboration among key stakeholders which 
support the development of cost-effective solutions that are financed 100% by low-cost credits. So, 
the energy sector in Denmark can be developed to the benefit of the society and the consumers 
without help from energy services companies (ESCOs) or similar third-party financing. 

Likewise experience from many countries, including the USA (e.g. Stanford University and Princeton 
University) demonstrates that campuses that have one owner are able to plan and implement 
efficient resilient solutions for DH&C. 
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Different types of energy saving performance contracts that allow the government agency/service 
branch to implement projects with or without up-front funding were discussed during the forum. 
Under energy saving performance contracts, a private sector ESCO provides turnkey services for 
project design, equipment procurement and installation, financing, and measurement and 
verification; the ESCO guarantees the savings; and the ESCO is repaid through the resulting energy 
cost savings over the life of the contract, which can be up to 25 years. By U.S. law, the annual energy 
and operational cost savings must exceed the annual repayment costs. Energy performance contacts 
can be used to install a wide variety of improvements, including building envelope improvements 
(insulation, air sealing, windows); lighting; heating and cooling equipment and controls; retro-
commissioning; water efficiency; solar photovoltaics (PV) and thermal (hot water); CHP; battery 
storage; microgrid controls; and other resilience measures. Available DOE energy performance 
contracting methods are ESPC, ENABLE, and Utility Energy Service Contract (UESC). ENABLE, with an 
expedited 6-12 month period for the project award, is considered particularly relevant to the near-
term needs in Europe as a consequence of the war in Ukraine and the requirement to reduce the use 
of Russian gas (by contrast, ESPC projects were described by several presenters as requiring 24-
30 months). A UESC would also be of value, as it entails contracting with the serving utility rather 
than ESCOs. Although there are no “guaranteed” energy savings, a UESC can have the same 
measurement and verification (M&V) requirements as other contracting methods; currently, the 
utility is contracted under a General Services Administration (GSA) area-wide contract that does not 
include Europe. (Note that it is possible to contract with any serving utility even outside of a GSA 
contract, but GSA is easier.) 

Energy performance contracts can leverage other funding sources including available government 
funding such as the DoD’s Energy Resilience and Conservation Investment Program (ERCIP), utility 
rebates and incentives, grants including DOE’s Assisting Federal Facilities with Energy Conservation 
Technologies (AFFECT) grant ($13 million available through February 28, 2023, $250 million in 
upcoming Bilateral Infrastructure Law funding). The grants can be used to provide up-front funding 
to buy down the amount that needs to be financed and/or to add efficiency and resilience measures 
that wouldn’t otherwise achieve the necessary positive cash flow. AFFECT grants can be used to 
implement Deep Energy Retrofits that reduce energy costs by 40%. The previous AFFECT restriction 
on Outside Continental United States (OCONUS) sites was removed, and OCONUS projects are now 
being encouraged. 

Power purchase agreements (PPAs) provide a Design-Build-Operate-Maintain arrangement with the 
contractor, under which energy generating equipment (e.g., PV or CHP), chilled water, or steam is 
installed, owned, and maintained by the private sector partner (ESCO or utility), which sells the 
electricity produced at a defined cost per kWh. DOE offers an Energy Sales Agreement (ESA), under 
which the PPA is included in an energy performance contract, which allows the private sector partner 
to take advantage of available tax credits, thereby lowering the cost of the delivered electricity to the 
government. 

Another business model discussed was Enhanced Use Leasing, under which land is leased by the land 
owner; lease payment is often made “in kind.” A central plant and/or microgrid is built – typically 
power– which is sold to the local utility or the landowner or both. 

For projects using any of these business models to go forward, projects in Europe must comply with 
NATO SOFA, including ABG 1975 in Germany, which requires meeting German laws and regulations in 
a variety of specific requirements. Project sites and ESCOs must be familiar with the host country’s 
legal requirements. Examples include the nationality of contractors who may perform construction, 
repair, maintenance, security, and other services. Additional considerations include zoning, safety, 
building codes, construction and environmental laws, energy and renewable energy supply, and sales 
of excess energy to the grid, taxes, and related permitting requirements concerning HVAC, controls, 
building envelope, water heating, and other codes and standards. In Germany, German law generally 
applies, e.g., construction, environment, RE, CHP, grid connection, etc. Permits must be obtained by 
German officials on behalf of United States; exemptions apply for direct construction up to $1.2 
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million. For these considerations, there is a need to identify what level of approval or consultation is 
needed with host country authorities. 

A potential constraint in Germany is that energy generated on site (e.g., renewable energy) that is 
not used on site must be sold to the market with associated taxes e.g., VAT and business taxes. An 
exception applies if the renewable energy implementation is done by the local utility. This constraint 
would also apply to ESCO ESAs, which would need to meet German and U.S. contracting 
requirements, and would require advance consultation with German authorities. 

Legal Challenges and Procedural Obstacles 

Current approaches to investment in energy systems and implementation procedures in Germany 
and other EU host nations are based on a historical approach to meeting energy demands with fossil 
fuels. If the U.S. Forces (USF) want to quickly transition away from fossil fuels and especially fossil 
fuels derived from Russia, we must apply new concepts and solutions. 

Military installations have unique requirements but could also help energy transformation in the 
neighboring communities; they often represent sizable areas without civilian residential structures. 
Their potential for installing renewable energy sources should not be left unused. 

The time it takes to design, permit, and construct projects, however, is too long to meet today’s 
challenges. An expedited realization of modern energy projects using energy supply contractors 
requires amendment of the existing rules and procedures and faces legal challenges. 

Significant challenges are for example: 

1. Any construction on accommodation made available to the USF’s use “shall be carried out by 
the (competent) German authorities in accordance with German legal provisions and 
administrative regulations in force, and in accordance with special administrative 
agreements” (see Art. 49, SA). This means, normally the ABG 1975 administrative agreement 
applies to all construction on USF installations. 
- Under ABG 1975 construction projects over $1.2M are normally done by the German 

authorities indirectly. 
- Larger modernization projects on existing structures will also likely qualify as 

construction. The “Kenntnisgabeverfahren” (notification procedure) for privileged 
defense projects applies (rather than the regular construction permit requirement). The 
notification procedure is governed in the respective State building regulations and is 
based on §37, par. 2 of the German Federal Building Code (“Baugesetzbuch”; BauGB), 
which substitutes the construction permit requirement under State building regulations 
with a mere approval decision by the higher federal construction authority for projects 
serving national defense. Additionally, it waives the requirement of obtaining consent 
from the local community administration. 

- Any construction on consigned land must be approved by BImA, the German federal real 
estate agency, which owns or leases all land consigned to the USF. Construction by third 
parties on federal land consigned to the USF outside the ABG1975 and the regulations 
applicable to federal construction, is currently not envisioned in the existing framework. 

- German authorities will have to agree to allow ESCOs to do construction under direct 
contracts with the USF on consigned land. When such agreements regarding direct 
projects are obtained, they will be subject to regular permitting requirements. 

2. Energy produced on USF accommodation currently cannot be marketed off-post. 
- Large-scale production of renewable energy by the USF using facilities installed after 

2016 with a capacity of more than 100mW currently requires a direct marketing of 
energy that cannot be consumed 100% or stored. This causes unacceptable taxation. It is 
currently not possible to feed energy into the public grid at one location and take it out 
of the grid at another location via an offset-type arrangement. 
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- BImA (Bundesanstalt für Immobilienaufgaben – The Institute for Federal Real Estate), the 
German federal agency that consigns land to the USF, currently does not allow excess 
energy produced on federal real estate by commercial contractors be sold to the public; 
this means that private companies are only allowed to operate energy facilities on USF 
installations if they are exclusively supplying to the USF. 

The USF and host nation (HN) partners in the federal real estate administration, the construction 
administration, and the Ministry of Defence (MoD) need to discuss these challenges and find new 
solutions to enable the USF to make use of the full potential of modern energy contracting. Such 
solutions should provide for construction by private contractors on consigned land outside the ABG 
1975, and should provide the ability to market energy produced on USF installations to the general 
public without tax implications for the USF. 

HQ USAREUR-AF OJA (Headquarters U.S. Army, Europe, and Africa Office of the Staff Judge Advocate) 
is supporting the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Europe District (CENAU) and IMCOM-E (Installation 
Management Command – Europe) with their efforts to implement new energy supply strategies. This 
office has reached out to various HN stakeholders to initiate a discussion of the above legal and 
procedural challenges. HN representatives have shown openness to discuss new solutions. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 
- The current major energy-related challenges in Europe include energy supply security, 

energy system resilience, climate change mitigation, and operating/energy cost control. 
From the practical point of view, there is a different urgency, timeframe, and scope of 
loads/buildings that must be considered in addressing each challenge. 

- Addressing all four objectives in a cost-effective and timely manner requires a holistic 
approach. Enabling this holistic approach will entail determining the regional, host country 
and European Union’s direction with regard to energy sources and supported infrastructure. 
This direction will allow us to focus our efforts and move forward in an efficient and 
sustainable manner. 

- The core and common element in achieving all four energy-related framing goals is energy 
efficiency, which affects the amount of fuel required, the size and cost of systems, the 
amount of emission generated, and operating costs. New European nation-specific energy 
efficiency standards shall be used for new construction and major renovation projects. 
Training/information sessions for engineers and energy managers responsible for these 
projects shall be provided with an emphasis on new requirements. 

- Building weatherization and retro-commissioning programs need to be established to 
address the scope and implementation strategies. 

- Energy security for DoD installations can be achieved through diversification of energy 
sources and the replacement of Russia-originated fuels with alternative fuels and/or 
renewable energy sources with the following transition to 100% energy from renewable 
energy sources. Though the use of energy from renewable energy sources is preferable, the 
use of readily available fuels that can be procured using existing logistics (e.g., JP5, JP8, LPG, 
LNG) and stored at or near the installations can be considered for the near future. 

- On-site thermal and electric energy generation using energy from renewable energy sources 
or transition fuels stored locally can increase energy security and energy systems resilience 
by providing an infrastructure that will be required to use “green” fuels. 

- Most of the measures supporting energy supply security must enhance decarbonization and 
energy systems’ resilience, and will provide a transition to a Net Zero emissions society. 

- Energy master planning (EMP) for building communities is essential to identity and 
implement the most cost-effective solutions meeting the four goals, in particular for 
development of cost-effective zoning of DH&C grids. 
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- Energy Saving Performance Contracts are available now to allow for design, financing, and 
installation of a broad range energy efficiency and renewable energy measures with no up-
front funding required. They can be used to implement quick payback measures such as 
lighting, building envelope (insulation, weatherization, air sealing, windows), retro-
commissioning, and water/wastewater efficiency and can be bundled with longer payback 
measures such as high efficiency HVAC (including heat pumps) and controls, solar thermal 
and PV, CHP, district heating improvements, and resilience measures including battery 
storage and microgrid controls. 

- Combined funding using appropriated funds and third-party financing can be used for 
achieving Deep Energy Retrofits with major renovation projects that reduce energy and 
operating costs by 40% or more. 

Different available decarbonization strategies must be selected based on the specifics of each 
individual community/military installation, including existing and potential microgrids (thermal and 
electric), local utilities’ strategies, legal constraints, etc. 

The energy system of the future must take the local and regional situation into consideration. There is 
no “one system fits all” solution. The same technical component may yield differing performance 
depending on the place where it is installed. Therefore, the available portfolio of technical solutions 
must be adapted to specific regions. As a result, specific circumstances in one region combined with 
available technologies will establish the parameters for the regional system. International cooperation 
and exchange of experience will support the transformation of individual existing energy systems. 

At the same time, it is important to recognize that the local, regional, and international energy 
infrastructure that supports the local systems must be planned, coordinated, and supported at all 
levels of government, and that investment must be made with a common end goal. 

Additional working meetings are required to further discuss real and perceived legal limitations, to 
initiate collaboration between local utility companies, and to establish the use of energy 
performance contracting mechanisms for developing and implementing more comprehensive and 
advanced energy projects. 

The formation of a joint technical and political group to address military requirements in NATO 
partner countries is needed. 

Further Collaboration 
This forum served as a kick-off of a continuous mutual consultation process. The participants 
exchanged their contact information, which will foster a bilateral exchange of ideas. It has been 
suggested to create an informal core team to support information gathering and to provide a basis 
for further discussions in the areas of policies, strategies, and technologies, and to seek a better 
understanding of advanced business approaches, legal constraints, and their mitigation. 
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Appendixes 
Appendix A. List of Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Abbreviation Term 
AHU Air-Handling Unit 
BMS Building Management System 
CHP Combined heat and power 
DH District Heating 
EMP Energy Master Plan 
ESA Energy Sales Agreement 
ESCO Energy Services Company 
PPA Power Purchase Agreement 
CENAU U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Europe District 
DH&C District Heating and Cooling 
DoD U.S. Department of Defense 
DOE U.S. Department of Energy 
ERCIP Energy Resilience and Conservation Investment Program 
GSA General Services Administration 
HN Host Nation  
HVAC Heating, Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning 
IEA International Energy Agency 
LCC Life Cycle Cost 
LNG Liquefied Natural Gas 
M&V Measurement and Verification 
MoD UK Ministry of Defence 
OCONUS Outside Continental United States 
OPEC Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries  
PV PhotoVoltaic 
RE Renewable Energy  
SNR Small Modular Nuclear Reactor 
UESC Utility Energy Service Contract 
USF U.S. Forces 
WHO World Health Organization 
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Appendix B. Gebäudeenergiegesetz (GEG) Flowchart (updated December 2022) 

 

Figure B-1. GEG Flowchart, page 1. 
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Figure B-1. GEG Flowchart, page 2. 

GEG 2020 does NOT apply to (§ 2 scope) 

1. Buildings that are NOT heated or cooled 
2. Buildings mainly used for rearing or keeping animals 
3. Buildings that are kept open over a large area and for a long time 
4. Underground structures 
5. Greenhouses and culture rooms for growing, propagating, and selling plants 
6. Oktoberfest Tents (buildings design to be repeatedly erected and dismantled) 
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7. Temporary buildings with a planned useful life of up to 2 years 
8. Buildings dedicated to worship or other religious purposes 
9. Residential buildings that 

- are intended for a useful life of less than 4 months annually or 
- are intended for a limited annual useful life and whose expected energy consumption for 

the limited annual useful life is less than 25% of the expected energy consumption for 
year-round use 

10. other craft, agricultural, commercial, industrial or company buildings used for public 
purposes which, according to their intended purpose 
- be heated to a target room temperature of less than 12 degrees Celsius or 
- heated for less than 4 months per year and cooled for less than 2 months per year. 

GEG 2020 Economic Feasibility (§ 5 Economic Efficiency) 
1. GEG Requirements must be Life Cycle Cost Effective. 

a. GEG requirements/obligations must be feasible according to the state of the art and 
economically justifiable for buildings of the same type and use and for plants or 
facilities. 

b. Requirements are considered economically justifiable if, in general, the required 
expenditures can be generated within the usual useful life through the resulting 
savings. 

2. For existing buildings, systems and facilities, the expected useful life must be taken into 
account. 

GEG 2020 Responsibility (§ 8 scope) 
Building owner (unless another person is expressly designated) and persons who work on behalf of 
the owner/builder in the construction or modification of the building are responsible for compliance 
with the provisions of this Act. 

GEG 2020 New Construction, Non-Residential Building Requirements (Section 2 & 3) 
§ 10 Principal and zero-energy buildings 
The building is to be constructed in such a way that: 

1. The total energy requirement for HVAC, domestic hot water generation, and built-in lighting 
(non-residential bldgs. only), does not exceed the respective maximum value (§ 15 or § 18) 

2. Energy losses during heating and cooling can be avoided through structural thermal 
insulation (Section 16 or Section 19), and 

3. the heating and cooling energy demand is covered at least in part by the use of renewable 
energies in accordance with Sections 34 to 45. 

a. Note – This does NOT apply to a building that serves the national defense, insofar as 
its fulfillment is contrary to the nature and the main purpose of the national defense. 

§ 11 Minimum Thermal Protection: Meet the minimum thermal insulation requirements of DIN 
4108-2: 2013-02 and DIN 4108-3: 2018-10 
§ 12 Thermal Bridges: Design and construction to minimize thermal bridges 
§ 13 Tightness: Design and construction to minimize leaks 
§ 14 Summer Thermal Protection 

1. Coordinate with public laws regarding daylighting 
2. Meet the summer thermal insulation requirements of DIN 4108-2: 2013-02 Section 8 
3. Meet the solar energy transfer requirements of DIN 4108-2: 2013-02 Section 8.3.3 for 

transparent building components 
4. A simulation calculation (DIN 4108-2: 2013-02 Section 8.4) can demonstrate compliance. 

a. If cooling is provided, architectural shading features to reduce heat load should be 
provided if LCCA-effective. 
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§ 18 Total Energy Requirement 
1. Annual primary energy requirement for the design building must be 0.75 (GEG 2023 revised 

from 0.75 to 0.55) of the reference building (same floor area, geometry, orientation, and 
occupancy). Annual primary energy requirement for non-residential buildings considers the 
following: 

a. Heating 
b. Domestic hot water generation 
c. Ventilation 
d. Cooling 
e. Built-in Lighting 

2. Annual primary energy is calculated in accordance with Appendix 2 numbers 1.13 – 9 
3. Calculate the annual primary energy requirement in accordance with GEG Sections 21 to 24, 

Section 25 Sections 1, 2 and 4 to 8, Sections 26 and 27, Section 30 and Sections 32 and 33 
§ 19 Thermal Insulation 

1. Established minimum envelope performance. 
§ 21 Calculation of annual primary energy requirement (NON-residential building) 

1. Calculation in accordance with DIN V 18599: 2018-09. 
§ 22 Primary Energy Factor 

1. the district heating utility has determined and published for the heat transfer medium in the 
heating network to which the building is connected. 

a. Includes guidance for liquid or gaseous biomass 
2. District Heat systems with CHP and Natural Gas 
3. In derogation from Appendix 4 number 15 for the heat generated in a highly efficient CHP 

system (section 2 number 8a) the non-renewable portion the value 0.6 can be used if the 
CHP system permanently supplies the building 

4. 0.3 is the minimum allowed Primary Energy Factor 
§ 23 Crediting of Electricity from renewable energies 

1. The building can receive credit for existing renewable energy electricity-generating sources 
located in the vicinity of the building and primarily used in the building and only the excess 
amount of electricity is fed into the public grid. 

2. The building can receive credit for existing battery storage systems storing electricity 
generated by renewable sources. Deleted in GEG 2023. 

§ 24 Influence of thermal bridges: Thermal bridges are considered in the calculation of primary 
energy demand 
§ 25 Primary energy demand calculation assumptions 

1. Building Automation System (BAS): The design building’s BAS is Class C (DIN V 18599 -11: 
2018-09) but can be Class A or B if constructed with one of these systems. 

2. Default shading factor is 0.9 if structural conditions are not yet detailed. 
3. Climate data 

a. Design building: DIN V 18599-10: 2018-09 Tables 5 to 9 
b. Reference building: DIN V 18599-10: 2018-09 Table 5 

4. Provides guidance for heating in rooms exceeding 4m ceiling height 
5. Construction index: Use 0.9 as a basis for the design and reference buildings, unless the 

construction is exactly in accordance with DIN V 18599-4 : 2018-09 section 5.5.2 is 
determined. 

6. Maintenance factor: In the zones of use 14, 15 and 22 according to DIN V 18599-10: 2018- 
design and the reference buildings 09 Table 5 should be set at 0.6 and otherwise at 0.8. 

7. Lighting energy consumption 
a. Design Building can use the actual illuminance, but <1,500 lux for zones of use 6 and 

<1,000 lux for zones of use 7 
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b. Reference building, using the table method to be calculated according to DIN V 
18599-4: 2018-09. 

§ 26 Testing the tightness of a building 
1. Tightness check/test in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9972: 2018-12 Annex NA 
2. Tightness is considered in the primary energy demand calculation 
3. Test procedure identifies the maximum allowable airflow to maintain a minimum pressure 

(50 Pa) in the building. Maximum allowable airflow varies depending: 
a. If the ventilation system is installed 
b. Volume of the building 
c. Envelope area 

4. Sampling is permitted in some cases (repetitive rooms with doors to the exterior). 
§ 27 Common heating system for several buildings 

1. Building’s primary energy demand calculation should consider heat loss of new heating 
system site piping. 

§ 30 Annual Primary Energy Calculations must consider the following 
1. HVAC zones 
2. Spaces heated to ≥12C and an average duration >4 Months per year. 
3. Cooling energy for systems active >2 months/year and >2 hours per day. 
4. Steam supply if active >2 months/year and >2 hours/day. 
5. Domestic hot water if the average daily consumption ≥0.2 kWh/person/day or ≥0.2 

kWh/employee/day. 
6. Lighting if >75 lux is required in a building or a building zone and an average usage period of 

>2 months/year and >2 hours/day 
7. Back-up systems: heating, ventilation, or cooling system(s), hot water system or lighting. 

§ 32 Simplified calculation for non-residential buildings 
1. A one-zone model can be used if (all of the below are true): 

a. The sum of the net floor area from the typical main use and the traffic areas of the 
building is > 2/3 of the building’s total net floor area 

b. The heating and hot water preparation are carried out in the same way for all rooms 
c. The building is not cooled 
d. ≤10% of the net floor area of the building is illuminated by incandescent lamps, 

halogen lamps or the type of lighting “indirect” according to DIN V 18599: 2018-09 
e. Outside of the main use, no ventilation and air-conditioning system are with specific 

fan power limitations exceeding the values in Appendix 2, numbers 6.1 and 6.2. 
2. The simplified calculation method can be used for 

a. Office building, sales facility, a commercial enterprise, or a restaurant, 
b. Building for wholesaling and retailing with a max net floor area of 1,000 m2 if, in 

addition to the main use, only office, storage, sanitary or traffic areas are available, 
c. A commercial enterprise with a max net floor area of 1,000 m2 if, in addition to the 

main use, only office, storage, sanitary or traffic areas are available, 
d. A school, gym, kindergarten and daycare center or similar facility, 
e. An accommodation facility without a swimming pool, sauna or wellness area, or 
f. A library. 

3. The hot water energy requirements in Appendix 6. Section 30 (5) shall apply. 
4. The simplified procedure can be for a sales facility, commercial enterprise or restaurant in an 

office bldg. is cooled and the net floor area of the cooled rooms is ≤450 m2. 
5. The energy requirement for cooling data processing systems is not considered as energy 

input. 
6. The maximum and reference values of the annual primary energy requirement are to be 

increased by 50 kWh/m2 year per m2 of cooled net floor space of the sales facility, 
commercial enterprise or restaurant. 
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7. The lighting annual primary energy requirement may be calculated in a simplified manner for 
the area of main use with the least amount of daylight. 

8. The annual primary energy requirement of the reference building determined in the 
simplified procedure according to § 18 Paragraph 1 with Annex 2 is to be reduced by 10%. 
This is the maximum value of the annual primary energy requirement of the building to be 
constructed. 

9. Section 20 (3) shall apply accordingly. 
§ 33 Other calculation methods 

1. If structural or system-related components are used in a building for whose energetic 
assessment neither recognizes the technology or reliable empirical values published in 
accordance with section 50 (4) sentence 2 are available, the energetic properties of these 
components may be estimated according to §§ 20 to 30 dynamic thermal simulation 
calculations or other components are to be used that have similar energetic properties. 

GEG 2020 New Construction, Residential Building Requirements (Section 1 & 3) 
§ 10 Principal and zero-energy buildings: See non-residential above. 
§ 11 Minimum Thermal Protection: See non-residential above. 
§ 12 Thermal Bridges: See non-residential above. 
§ 13 Tightness: See non-residential above. 
§ 14 Summer Thermal Protection: See non-residential above. 
§ 15 Total Energy Requirement 

1. Annual primary energy requirement for the design building must be 0.75 of the reference 
building. Annual primary energy requirement for residential buildings considers the 
following: 

a. Heating 
b. Domestic hot water generation 
c. Ventilation 
d. Cooling 

2. Calculate the annual primary energy requirement in accordance with GEG Section 20, 
Sections 22 to 24, Section 25 Sections 1 to 3 and 10, Sections 26 to 29, Section 31 and § 33 

§ 16 Structural thermal insulation: Design building’s insulation must minimally meet the reference 
building requirements (section 15). 
§ 20 Calculation of annual primary energy requirement (residential building) 

1. Calculation in accordance with DIN V 18599: 2018-09. 
2. Prior to December 31, 2023, the annual primary energy calculation can be completed in 

accordance with DIN V 4108-6: 2003-06 with caveats. 
3. In deviation from DIN V 18599-1: 2018-09, when calculating the final energy requirement, 

Residential building primary energy factors do not need to consider: 
a. solar radiation energy and environmental heat generated in the immediate spatial 

context of the building. 
b. Electrical user applications (receptacles and process loads) 

§ 22 Primary Energy Factor: See Non-Residential Notes Above 
§ 23 Crediting of Electricity from renewable energies: See Non-Residential Notes Above 

1. Residential buildings can receive credit for existing battery storage systems storing electricity 
generated by renewable sources. 

§ 24 Influence of thermal bridges: See Non-Residential Notes Above 
§ 25 Primary energy demand calculation assumptions 1-3, 10 

1. See Non-Residential Notes above relating to the building management system (BMS), 
shading factor, and volume calculations. 
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§ 26 Testing the tightness of a building: See Non-Residential Notes Above 
§ 27 Common heating system for several buildings: See Non-Residential Notes Above 
§ 28 Credit for mechanically operated ventilation systems 

1. Allows residential primary energy demand calculation to receive credit for heat recovery in 
mechanical ventilation only under some circumstances. 

a. Tightness confirms to § 13 and § 26. 
b. Ventilation system allows individual apartments to control the airflow volume 

(required if more than two apartments) 
c. HVAC controls must first use the ventilation heat recovery (over heating system) 

§ 29 Rowhouses – Calculation of the annual primary energy requirement and the transmission heat 
loss 

1. When surrounding spaces are heated to at least 19C, do not need to be taken into account in 
heat transfer calculations. 

2. When surrounding spaces are heated to 12-19C, calculate heat transfer according to DIN V 
18599-2: 2018-09 or by December 31 2023 also according to DIN V 4108-6: 2003-06, changed 
by DIN V 4108-6 correction 1: 2004-03 

3. When surrounding spaces are NOT heated, these spaces should be weighted with a 
temperature factor of 0.5 in heat transfer calculations 

§ 31 Simplified calculation procedure for a residential building 
1. A new residential building meets the requirements of section 10 (2) in conjunction with 

Sections 15 to 17 and Sections 34 to 45, if it meets the requirements of Annex 5 number 1 
and its design meets one of the Appendix 5 number 2 and 3 options. 

2. Appendix 5: Can use simplified procedure if the following are met: 
a. Building is residential 
b. No comfort cooling 
c. Design accounts for thermal bridges 
d. Tightness testing is required 
e. Room with the highest summer heat gain has window area <35% of the envelope 
f. External sun shading is provided 
g. 115m2 < Buildings Floor area < 2,300 m2 
h. 2.5m < Mean ceiling height < 3m 
i. Building must be <6 heated floors 
j. Façade must be < 35% fenestration 
k. North facing % fenestration cannot be larger than other mean % fenestration of the 

other orientations 
l. Total area of exterior doors < 2.7% 

3. GEG 2023 includes more flexibility on the allowable systems options. 
§ 33 Other calculation methods: See Non-Residential Notes Above 

GEG 2020 Renewable Energy for New Construction (Section 4) 
§ 34 Use of renewable energy to cover heating and cooling needs 

1. Renewable energy measures can be combined (must total to 100% compliance) 
§ 35 Solar Thermal Systems 

1. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied if solar thermal systems provide ≥15% of the 
total heating and cooling energy required. 

a. Residential: This requirement is met if a residential building with ≤2 apartments, 
solar thermal systems with an area of at least 0.04 m2 aperture area per m2 of usable 
roof area are installed and operated, and 

b. Residential: In residential buildings with >2 apartments, solar thermal systems with 
an area of at least 0.03m2 aperture area per m2 of usable roof area are installed and 
operated. 
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2. Solar thermal system with liquid (glycol) heat transfer medium, the collectors or system must 
be certified with the European “Solar Keymark” mark, as long as and to the extent that a CE 
mark is used in accordance with 2009/125/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 
of October 21, 2009 to create a framework for the definition of requirements for the 
environmentally compatible design of energy-related products (OJ L 285 of October 31, 2009, 
p. 10), most recently by the Directive 2012/27/EU (OJ L 315 of 14.11.2012, 

§ 36 Electricity from renewable energy 
1. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied if electricity generated by renewable energy 

is ≥15% of the heating and cooling energy required. 
2. Residential: GEG Renewable Energy requirement is met if electricity from solar radiation 

energy is satisfied if the system for generating electricity from solar radiation energy is 
installed and operated with a nominal output in kW ≥0.03 times the usable building area 
divided by the number of heated or cooled floors according to DIN V 18599-1: 2018-09. 

§ 37 Geothermal Energy or Environmental Heat 
1. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied if heat pumps (drive by electricity or fossil 

fuels) use the following to provide 50% of the heating and cooling energy required. 
a. geothermal energy 
b. environmental heat or 
c. waste heat from wastewater 

§ 38 Solid Biomass 
1. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied if solid biomass provides 50% of the heating 

and cooling energy required. 
a. Solid Biomass must be used in a Biomass boiler or automatically charged biomass 

furnace with water as a heat transfer medium 
§ 39 Liquid Biomass 

1. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied if liquid biomass provides 50% of the heating 
and cooling energy required. 

2. Liquid biomass must be used in a CHP system or condensing boiler 
§ 40 Gaseous Biomass 

1. Gaseous biomass must be used in a highly efficient CHP plant or condensing boiler 
a. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied if gas biomass provides ≥30% in a 

CHP Plant 
b. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied if gas biomass provides ≥50% in a 

Condensing Boiler 
§ 41 Cold from Renewable Energies 

1. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied if cooling from renewable energy provides 
50% of the heating and cooling energy required. 

a. Ground source heat pumps (ground or surface water) 
b. Thermal cold generation with heat from renewable energies 

§ 42 Use of waste heat 
1. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied if waste heat (directly or heat pumps) 

provides 50% of the heating and cooling energy required. 
§ 43 Use of combined heat and power generation 

1. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied if: 
a. A highly efficient CHP provides 50% of the heating and cooling energy required. 
b. Or heat from a fuel cell heating system provides 40% of the heating and cooling 

energy required. 
§ 44 District heating or district cooling 

1. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied through purchased district heating or 
cooling. 

2. Accounts for the amount of district heating or cooling from renewable energies. 
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3. The district heating or cooling must come from: 
a. a substantial proportion of renewable energies, 
b. at least 50% from systems for the use of waste heat, 
c. at least 50% from CHP systems, or 
d. at least 50% through a combination of the above. 

§ 45 Measures to save energy 
1. GEG Renewable Energy requirement is satisfied by increasing envelope performance by 15% 

beyond the prescriptive minimum. 

GEG 2020 Renovation Requirements (Part 3 – Existing Building) 
§ 46 Maintain Envelope 

1. Do not make degrade the envelope’s energy performance. 
a. This requirement does not apply to changes to external components if the area of 

the changed components is ≤10% of the total area of the respective component 
group according to Annex 7. 

2. This requirement is superseded if there is a conflict with other public laws on stability, fire 
protection, noise protection, occupational safety, or health protection. 

§ 47 Retrofitting an existing building 
1. Non-residential and residential buildings heated >4 months/year to ≥19C must ensure that 

the top floor ceilings meet minimum thermal insulation (DIN 4108-2: 2013-02, heat transfer 
coefficient <0.24 watts/ m2 Kelvin) or roof (DIN 4108-2: 2013-02). 

2. If the insulation thickness is limited due to technical reasons, 
a. provide the highest possible insulation thickness and maintain a thermal conductivity 

of 0.035 watts per meter Kelvin. 
b. If insulation is in-between rafters (blown into cavities) or made from renewable raw 

materials, a rated value of the thermal conductivity of 0.045 watts per meter and 
Kelvin is acceptable. 

3. Ceiling and Roof insulation requirements do not apply if not Life Cycle Cost Effective. 
§ 48 Modifications to existing building 

1. External components renewed, replaced or installed for the first time at heated or cooled 
rooms must comply with the heat transfer coefficients of Annex 7. 

a. Requirement does NOT apply to changes affecting ≤10% of the total area of the 
respective envelope component group. 

§ 49 Heat Transfer Coefficient Calculations 
1. The heat transfer coefficient of a component according to § 48 is calculated taking into 

account the new and existing component layers. The following procedures are to be used for 
the calculation: 

a. DIN V 18599-2: 2018-09 Section 6.1.4.3 for the calculation of the components 
bordering the ground, 

b. DIN 4108-4: 2017-03 in conjunction with DIN EN ISO 6946: 2008-04 for the 
calculation of opaque components and 

c. DIN 4108-4: 2017-03 for the calculation of transparent components and curtain 
walls. 

d. Appendix C of DIN EN ISO 6946: 2008-04 in conjunction with DIN 4108-4: 2017-03 for 
sloping roofs 

§ 50 Energy Assessment of an existing building 
1. The requirements of Section 48 are satisfied if the 

a. Renovated Residential building as a whole 
i. The design building’s annual primary energy requirement (HVAC and 

domestic hot water generation value) < 40% more than the annual primary 
energy requirement of the reference building (same geometry, building area 
and orientation) 
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ii. The design building does not exceed the maximum value of the specific 
transmission heat loss by >40% according to paragraph 2 

b. Renovated Non-Residential building as a whole 
i. The design building’s annual primary energy requirement (HVAC, domestic 

hot water generation and built-in lighting) <40% more than the value of the 
reference building’s annual primary energy requirement 

ii. The design building is ≤1.25 times the maximum values of the average heat 
transfer coefficient of the heat-transferring surface area according to Annex 
3, rounded to one decimal place 

2. Section 18 (1) sentence 2 shall apply accordingly. The maximum value according to 
paragraph 1 sentence 1 number 1 letter b is 

a. 0.40 watts/m2-Kelvin: free-standing residential building with floor are ≤350m2 
b. 0.50 watts/m2-Kelvin: free-standing residential building with floor area of >350m2 
c. 0.45 watts/m2-Kelvin: residential building attached to one side 
d. 0.65 watts/m2-Kelvin: all other residential buildings 

3. Simplified measurements can be used to estimate existing building characteristics. 
§ 51 Existing Building – Addition/Expansion 

1. When expanding or upgrading a building to include heated or cooled rooms 
a. Residential buildings: the specific transmission heat loss related to the heat-

transferring perimeter area of the external components of the newly added heated 
or cooled rooms does not exceed 1.2 times the corresponding value of the reference 
building according to Annex 1 

b. Non-residential buildings: the mean heat transfer coefficients of the heat-
transferring surface area of the external components of the newly added heated or 
cooled rooms do not exceed 1.25 times the maximum values given in Appendix 3. 

2. If the additional contiguous usable area is larger than 50 square meters, the requirements for 
summer heat protection according to § 14 must also be observed. 

GEG: HVAC and Domestic Hot Water Generation (Part 4) 
Section 1 Maintaining the performance of existing systems 
§ 57 HVAC and/or Domestic Hot Water System Modifications 

1. HVAC and/or Domestic Hot Water Systems may not be changed in such a way that the 
energetic quality of the building is impaired. 

2. This requirement is superseded if there is a conflict with other public laws on stability, fire 
protection, noise protection, occupational safety or health protection. 

§ 58 Readiness for Operation 
1. Devices that reduce energy consumption in systems and devices for HVAC and domestic hot 

water supply must be kept ready for operation by the operator and used as intended. 
2. The operator can also fulfill this obligation by taking other technical or structural measures 

that compensate for the influence of a device that reduces energy consumption on the 
annual primary energy requirement. 

§ 58 Proper Operation 
1. A system and facility for HVAC or domestic hot water supply must be properly operated by 

the operator. 
§ 60 Maintenance 

1. Components that have a significant influence on the efficiency of HVAC or domestic hot 
water supply must be regularly serviced and maintained. 

2. Specialist knowledge is required for servicing and maintenance. 

Section 2 Installation and Replacement, Subsection 1 Distribution Equipment and Hot Water 
Systems 
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§ 61 Reduction and shutdown of the heat supply & activation and deactivation of electrical drives 
1. Automated Controls are required. If central heating is installed in a building, the building 

owner must ensure that the central heating is equipped with central, automatically operating 
devices for reducing and switching off the heat supply and for switching electrical drives on 
and off. The regulation of the heat supply as well as the electric drives within the meaning of 
sentence 1 is dependent on 

a. the outside temperature or another suitable reference variable and 
b. time schedule 

2. If central heating is installed in a residential building >5 apartments, which supplies each 
individual apartment with heat for heating and hot water from the central system by means 
of a heat exchanger using the continuous flow principle, each individual apartment can be 
equipped with the facilities according to paragraph 1 to be equipped. 

§ 62 Water heating that is connected to a local or district heating supply without a heat exchanger 
1. In the case of water heating that is connected to a local or district heating supply without a 

heat exchanger, the obligation according to § 61 with regard to reducing and switching off 
the heat supply can also be fulfilled without a corresponding device in the house and 
customer system by adjusting the flow temperature of the local or District heating network is 
regulated as a function of the outside temperature and the time by a corresponding device in 
the central generation plant. 

§ 63 Room Temperature Control 
1. Automatic room temperature controls are required for heating hot water systems. 
2. Group regulations are permitted for groups of rooms of the same type and use 
3. Automatic room temperature controls are NOT required at 

a. Underfloor heating systems with <6m2 floor space 
b. Single solid- or liquid-fuel heater 

4. Renovation projects must comply with the above requirements (except for underfloor 
heating systems installed before 1 Feb 2002). 

§ 64 Circulation Pumps 
1. Heating pumps >25 kW must be equipped with a minimum of 3-stages to vary operation 

(electrical power consumption) based on demand (exception – variable speed is not required 
if conflict with the boiler’s requirements.) 

2. Domestic Hot Water pumps must automatically switch on/off (coordinate with drinking 
water ordinance). 

Section 2 Installation and Replacement, Subsection 2 Air-Conditioning 
§ 65 Limitation of Electric Power 

1. Fan Power output limit is set by DIN EN 16798-3: 2017-11 Category 4 
a. Air-Conditioning systems >12 kW cooling and airflow ≥4,000m3/h 

2. Exception: Fan Power limit requirements may be exceeded for gas and particulate filters and 
heat recovery components (class H2) 

a. DIN EN 16798: 2017-11 section 9.5.2.2 
b. DIN EN 13053: 2012-02. 

§ 66 Humidification and Dehumidification 
1. Automatic controls are required for systems that are intended to change humidity. Controls 

must minimally include 
a. Humidity setpoint 
b. Discharge air humidity (measured) 

§ 67 Regulation of volume flows 
1. Air-Handling Units (AHUs) with >12 kW cooling, airflow ≥4,000m3/h, and meet the below 

must include air volume controls (thermal and material loads or time) 
a. Non-residential: >9m3/h/m3 net floor area 
b. Residential: >9m3/h/m3 building floor area 
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2. Exception if the supply air volume is required for occupational health and safety or if changes 
in load cannot be measured or measured over time. 

§ 68 Heat Recovery 
1. Heat recovery devices are required at AHUs with >12 kW cooling, airflow ≥4,000m3/h 

a. Exceptions heat cannot be used or supply and exhaust systems are far apart from 
one another 

Section 2 Installation and Replacement, Subsection 3 Thermal Insulation of Pipes and Fittings 
§ 69 Pipe Insulation – Heating and Domestic Hot Water 

1. Comply with GEG Appendix 8 
2. GEG Appendix 8 

a. Heat distribution and hot water pipes as well as fittings must be insulated as follows: 
i. Diameter <22 millimeters, 0.035 w/m-Kelvin, minimum thickness is 20 

millimeters. 
ii. Diameter 22-35 millimeters, 0.035 w/m-Kelvin, minimum thickness is 30 

millimeters. 
iii. Diameter 35-100 millimeters, 0.035 w/m-Kelvin, minimum thickness is the 

same as the inside diameter. 
iv. Diameter >100 millimeters, 0.035 w/m-Kelvin, minimum thickness is 100 

millimeters. 
v. For pipes and fittings that penetrate walls or ceilings, the thickness of the 

insulation may be half the value identified above (maintaining thermal 
conductivity 0.035 w/m-Kelvin) at the penetration. 

vi. For pipes and fittings located in chases located between heated rooms, the 
thickness of the insulation may be half the value identified above 
(maintaining thermal conductivity 0.035 w/m-Kelvin) in the pipe chase. 

vii. For pipes and fittings located in the floor structure, the minimum thickness 
of the insulation may be 6 millimeters (maintaining thermal conductivity 
0.035 w/m-Kelvin). 

viii. For pipes and fittings exposed to outside air, the minimum thickness of the 
insulation is double the thickness identified above (maintaining thermal 
conductivity 0.035 w/m-Kelvin). 

b. Heating hot water pipe does not require insulation if all the following are true: 
i. Pipe is located in a heated room or components between heated rooms 

ii. Heat output can be influenced by exposed shutoff valves 
c. Branch domestic hot water pipes do not require insulation if all the following are 

true: 
i. Pipe is located in a heated room 

ii. Pipe contains <3L water 
iii. Pipe is not in the circulation circuit 
iv. Pipe is not heat traced 

d. Must adjust thickness requirements if the thermal conductivity differs from 0.035 
w/m-Kelvin 
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ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Table 6.8.3-1, Pipe Insulation – Heating Hot Water and Domestic Hot Water. 

Temperature Range (°C) 

Insulation Conductivity Insulation Thickness based on Nominal Pipe Size (mm) 

Conductivity (W/(m-°C) Mean Rating Temperature (°C) <25 25-40 (note below) 40-100 100-200 200 

>177 0.046-0.049 121 115 (90) 125 (100) 125 125 125 

122-177 0.042-0.046 93 80 (55) 100 (75) 115 115 115 

94-121 0.039-0.043 66 65 (40) 65 (40) 80 80 80 

61-93 0.036-0.042 52 40 (25) 40 (25) 50 50 50 

IECC > 41°C 1.89 - - - - - - 

GEG-2020 0.035 - 20 30 Pipe Diameter 100 100 

41-60 0.032-0.040 38 25 (25) 25 (25) 40 40 40 
1. ASHRAE 90.1-2013 table note c: Insulation thickness on piping smaller than 40mm diameter and located in partitions in conditioned spaces can be 

reduced by 25mm but cannot less than 25mm thickness. These values are shown in the (brackets) above. 
2. ASHRAE 90.1-2013 table noted: For direct-buried heating and hot water system piping the insulation thickness can be reduced 40mm, but not less than 

25mm minimum thickness. 
3. ASHRAE 90.1 values are based on steel pipe. 

§ 70 Pipe Insulation – Chilled Water and Domestic Cold Water 
1. Comply with GEG Appendix 8 
2. GEG Appendix 8 

a. The minimum insulation is 6 millimeters with thermal conductivity of 0.035 w/m-
Kelvin 

b. Must adjust thickness requirements if the thermal conductivity differs from 0.035 
w/m-Kelvin 

ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Table 6.8.3-2, Pipe Insulation – Chilled Water. 

Temperature Range (°C) 

Insulation Conductivity Insulation Thickness based on Nominal Pipe Size (mm) 

Conductivity (W/(m-°C) Mean Rating Temperature (°C) <25 25-40 40-100 100-200 200 

4-16 0.030-0.039 24 15 15 25 25 25 

GEG-2020 0.035 — 6 6 6 6 6 

IECC 2018 <13°C 1.89 — — — — — — 

<4 0.029-0.037 10 15 25 25 25 40 
1. ASHRAE 90.1-2013 table note c: For direct-buried chilled water piping insulation is not required. 
2. ASHRAE 90.1 values are based on steel pipe. 

Section 2 Installation and Replacement, Subsection 4 Retrofitting Heating Systems, Operation Ban 
for Boilers 
Requirements applicable to DPW – developing/executing projects to upgrade existing systems. Not 
typical concern for MILCON. 
§ 71 Insulation of heating distribution and hot water pipes 
§ 72 Prohibition of operating oil heating boilers 

1. Prohibits operation of liquid or gas-fired boilers that meet the following: 
a. Were installed prior to 1 January 1991 
b. Were installed after 1 January 1991 and operated for >30 years 
c. Requirement does not apply to: 

i. low temperature boilers 
ii. condensing boilers 

iii. heating systems with nominal output <4kW or >400kW 
2. Beginning 1 January 2026, oil- and coal-fired boilers are prohibited from being installed or 

put into operation with few exceptions (renewable offset, gas/district heat not available at 
the site, unreasonable expenditure). 

§ 73 Exception 

Section 3 Energy Inspection of Air-Conditioning Systems 
§ 74 Operator Obligation 

1. Similar to US-style commissioning? 
2. HVAC system > 12 kW require inspections by a qualified person (§ 77) 
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a. Not required for non-residential buildings with BAS systems that includes the 
following: 

i. Continuous monitoring 
ii. Energy efficiency benchmarking/notify maintenance personnel if benchmark 

not met 
iii. Connected to existing building control system(s) 

b. Not required for residential buildings 
i. Connected to a continuous electronic monitoring function that monitors 

energy efficiency and notifies maintenance personnel if energy efficiency has 
deteriorated 

ii. Effective control function 
3. Sampling permitted if >10 HVAC systems that are 

a. Of the same type and output 
b. >12 kW (up to 70 kW) 
c. In non-residential buildings 

§ 75 Implementation and scope of the Inspection 
1. Check components that influence the efficiency of the system 
2. Check components that influence the capacity of the cooling system 
3. Check setpoints (airflow volume, temperature, humidity) 
4. Check time schedule and tolerances 
5. Determine the efficiency of essential components 
6. HVAC systems >70kW must be inspected in accordance with DIN 15240:2019-03 
7. Sampling inspections is permitted. 

§ 76 Time of Inspection 
1. At initial installation 
2. Minimally every 10 years 
3. Following replacement of essential components (i.e., heat exchangers, fans, refrigeration 

machines, etc.) 
4. The cooling system’s dimensioning/capacity check does not have to be repeated following 

the initial inspection if there have been no changes impacting the cooling demand. 
§ 77 Qualifications – Inspection Staff 

1. Inspection Staff must be a “competent person” (meet one of the following) 
a. University degree in appropriate profession (mechanical or electrical engineering, 

technical building equipment, etc.) and has a minimum of 1-year professional 
experience in planning, construction, operation or testing of HVAC systems 

b. Trade register for plant engineering trade 
c. Master’s Degree for an unrestricted craft 
d. State-approved or certified technician with focus on HVAC 

2. Equivalent training can be acquired in another EU member state 
§ 78 Inspection Report & Registration Numbers 

1. The Inspector must prepare and sign an Inspection Report. 
2. Inspection Report includes 

a. Inspection results 
b. Recommendations for management of energy-related system 
c. Maintenance and replacement schedule/recommendations 

Part 5 – Energy Certificates 
§ 79 Principles of Energy Certificates 

1. Provides information about the energetic properties of a building 
2. Rules do not apply for a small building. 

§ 80 Issue and Use of Energy Certificates 
1. Owner collects the energy certificate at the completion of the building. 
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2. Energy certificate can be requested by the authorities. 
3. If renovations meeting § 48, a new energy certificate is required 
4. Energy certificate is required at time of sale of a building 

§ 81 Energy Requirement Certificates 
1. Energy certificate is based on calculations §15/16 or §18/19. 

§ 82 Energy Consumption Certificates 
1. Certificate can be based on actual consumption data 

§ 83 Determination and provision of data 
§ 84 Recommendations for improving energy efficiency 
§ 85 Information in the Energy Certificate 
§ 86 Energy Efficiency Class of a residential building 
§ 87 Mandatory information in a real estate advertisement 
§ 88 Authorization to issue Energy Certificates 

Part 6 Financial Support for the Use of Renewable Energies F or the Generation of Heating or 
Cooling and for Energy Efficiency Measures 
§ 89 – § 91 
GEG 2023 revised the regulation funding measures. 

Part 7 Implementation 
§ 92 Declaration of Performance 

1. New Construction and/or Renovation Projects: Owner must demonstrate that GEG was 
complied with. 

§ 93 Mandatory Information in the declaration of performance 
§ 94 Authorization to issue ordinances 

1. State governments verify compliance with GEG. 
§ 95 Official Powers 
§ 96 Private Evidence 

1. Contractors provide evidence that their work complies with GEG. 
§ 97 Duties of the authorized district chimney sweep 
§ 98 Registration Number 

1. Persons who issue inspection reports or energy certificates must have a registration number 
(provided by German Government). 

§ 99 Spot Checks of energy Certificates and Inspection Reports on Air-Conditioning Systems 

Part 8 Special Buildings 
§ 104 Small Buildings and Buildings made up of room units 

1. If maximum envelope insulation requirements are met, GEG requirements are satisfied for 
the following: 

a. Small Building 
b. Building intended for useful life ≤5 years with room cells ≤50m2 

§ 105 Monuments and Historic Preservation 
§ 106 Mixed-use buildings (Residential + Non-Residential) 
 

Annex 1 Residential Reference Building Requirements 

Annex 2 Non-Residential Reference Building Requirements 

Component/System 

GEG 2020 Non-Residential (Appendix 2) GEG 2020 Residential 
(Appendix 1) 

ASHRAE 90.1-2013 
(Climate Zone 5) 

IECC 2018 Residential 
(Zone 5, 3500 HDD) Room Temp ≥19°C Room Temp 12 – 19°C 

External Wall U = 0.28 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.35 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.35 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.513 W/(m2 K) 
(Mass) 

U = 0.334 W/(m2 K) (Mass) 
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Component/System 

GEG 2020 Non-Residential (Appendix 2) GEG 2020 Residential 
(Appendix 1) 

ASHRAE 90.1-2013 
(Climate Zone 5) 

IECC 2018 Residential 
(Zone 5, 3500 HDD) Room Temp ≥19°C Room Temp 12 – 19°C 

Curtain Wall U = 1.4 W/ (m2 K) 
G=0.48 glazing 
transmittance 

U = 1.9 W/ (m2 K) 
G = 0.60 

— U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) 
(Fixed, Metal Frame) 

SHGC = 0.40 

 

Floor Slab U = 0.35 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.35 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.321 W/(m2 K) 
(Mass) 

F = 1.191 (heated slab 
on grade) 

U = 0.3 W/(m2 K) 

Roof U = 0.20 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.35 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.20 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.184 W/(m2 K) 
(Insulation entirely 

above deck) 
U = 0.210 W/(m2 K) 

(Metal Bldg) 
U = 0.119 W/(m2 K) 

(Attic and Other) 

U = 0.116 W/(m2 K) 

Roof (Glass) U = 0.27 W/ (m2 K) 
G = 0.63 

- U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) 
SHGC = 0.40 

 

Light Strips U = 0.24 W/ (m2 K) 
G = 0.55 

-   

Skylights U = 2.7 W/ (m2 K) 
G = 0.64 

U = 2.7 W/ (m2 K) 
G = 0.64 (DIN 18599) 

U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) 
SHGC = 0.40 

U = 3.1 W/(m2 K) 
SHGC = NR 

Windows, French Door U = 1.3 W/ (m2 K) 
G = 0.60 

U = 1.9 W/ (m2 K) 
G = 0.60 

U = 1.3 W/ (m2 K) 
G = 0.60 (18599) glazing 

transmittance 

Window, Operable, 
Metal Frame 

U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) 
(Operable, Metal 

Frame) 
Entrance Door, Metal 

Frame 
U = 4.37 W/(m2 K) (Attic 

and Other) 
 

SHGC = 0.40 

U = 1.7 W/(m2 K) 
SHGC = NR 

Roof Windows U = 1.4 W/ (m2 K) 
G = 0.60 

U = 1.9 W/ (m2 K) 
G = 0.60 

- U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) 
SHGC = 0.40 

 

Exterior Doors U = 1.8 W/ (m2 K) U = 2.9 W/ (m2 K) U = 1.8 W/ (m2 K) U = 2.839 W/(m2 K) 
(Opaque Doors) 

 

Thermal Bridging 
Surcharge 

∆U = 0.05 W/ (m2 K) ∆U = 0.1 W/ (m2 K) ∆U = 0.05 W/ (m2 K)   

Building Tightness (rated 
value n50) 

Category per DIN 
V18599-2: 2018-09 

Category I Leak test (DIN V 4108-6: 
2003-06) 

Category I (DIN V18599-
2: 2018-09) 

  

Daylight Supply w/glare 
protection 

DIN 18599-4:2018-09 • No sun or glare 
protection available: 
0.70 

• Anti-glare protection 
available: 0.15 

-   

Sun Protection Device Same as the design building with prescribed 
performance 

No sun protection 
device 

  

Lighting • Direct/indirect w/electronic ballast and 
fluorescent lamps 

• Occupancy and Manual controls (specific zones) 
• Daylighting Control w/Manual (specific zones) 

—   

Heating System 
(rooms ≤ 4m ceiling 
height) 

• Condensing boilers >0.15 L/kW 
• DOAS & Radiators: Water Temperature: 

55/45°C 
• AHUs: Water Temperature: 70/55°C, Room 

Temp Control 
• Testing, Adjusting and Balancing (TAB) Required 

• Condensing boilers 
• Water 

Temperature: 
55/45°C 

• Radiators 

 Provides performance 
requirements for Gas Furnaces 

and water heaters 
Water Temperature: 55/45°C 

 

Heating System 
(rooms > 4m ceiling 
height) 

• Decentralized heating system (DIN 18599) 
• Not Condensing 25-50 kW/device 
• Natural Gas 
• Centrifugal Fan 
• Room Temp Control 
• TAB Required 

 

Water Heating System 
(Centralized) 

• Solar Thermal 
• Distribution with circulation 

• Central hot water 
generation 

• Solar Thermal 
• Distribution with 

circulation 

  

Water Heating System 
(Decentralized) 

• Electric instantaneous heaters 
• Distribution with circulation 
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Component/System 

GEG 2020 Non-Residential (Appendix 2) GEG 2020 Residential 
(Appendix 1) 

ASHRAE 90.1-2013 
(Climate Zone 5) 

IECC 2018 Residential 
(Zone 5, 3500 HDD) Room Temp ≥19°C Room Temp 12 – 19°C 

Cooling • Chillers: R134a, multi-stage scroll compressors 
• Water Temperature: 6/12°C 
• 30% safety factor (water flow) 
• Fan Coil Units 
• Seasonal, night and weekend controls 
• Primary energy requirement for zones 1-3, 8, 

10, 16, 18-20, and 31 can only be credited to 
50% 

• TAB Required 

No cooling  Provides SEER/EER requirements 
for AC, Heat Pumps 

• Central AC: SEER 16, EER 13 
• Packaged AC SEER 16, EER 12 
• Heat Pumps 

Ventilation • Exhaust specific fan power (SFP): 1.0 kW/(m3/s) 
• Supply air volume control 
• Supply specific fan power (SFP): 1.5 kW/(m3/s) 
• Heat Recovery via plate heat exchanger 
• Cooling designed for 6/12°C 
• Humidification only if in proposed/design 

building 

Central Exhaust   

Building automation Class C (DIN V 18599-1: 2018-09) Class C (DIN V 18599-1: 
2018-09) 

  

Annex 3 – Non-Residential Renovation Envelope Requirements 

Components 

Maximum values of heat transfer coefficient ASHRAE 90.1-2013 
(Climate Zone 5) Room Temp ≥19°C Room Temp 12 – 19°C 

Opaque exterior components U = 0.28 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.50 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.513 W/(m2 K) (Wall – Mass) 
U = 0.119 W/(m2 K) (Roof attic and other) 

Fenestration U = 1.5 W/ (m2 K) U = 2.8 W/ (m2 K) U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) (Operable, Metal Frame) 

Curtain wall U = 1.5 W/ (m2 K) U = 3.0 W/ (m2 K) U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) (Window Fixed, Metal Frame) 

Glass roof, light strips U = 2.5 W/ (m2 K) U = 3.1 W/ (m2 K) U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) 

Annex 4 – Primary Energy Factors 
Category Energy Source Primary energy factor (non-renewable part) 

Fossil Fuels Heating Oil 1.1 

Natural Gas 1.1 

Liquid Gas 1.1 

Hard Coal 1.1 

Brown Coal 1.2 

Biogenic Fuels Biogas 1.1 

Bio oil 1.1 

Wood 0.2 

Electricity Network related 1.8 

Large Heat Pumps (GEG 2023 added) 1.2 

Generated close to the building (from PV or Wind) 0.0 

Displacement mix for CHP 2.8 

Warmth, Cold Geothermal energy, solar thermal energy, ambient heat 0.0 

 Earth cold, ambient cold 0.0 

 Waste heat 0.0 

 Heat from CHP (integrated into the building or close to the building) according to procedure B 
according to DIN V 18599-9: 2018-09 section 5.2.5 
or DIN V 18599-9: 2018-09 section 5.3.5.1 

Municipal waste  0.0 

   

Böblingen District Heat 16 February 2022 0.70 

Clay Kaserne District Heat 03 June 2022 0.15 

Ramstein Air Base 15 February 2022 0.36 

Annex 5 – Simplified Procedure for Residential Buildings 
See § 31 above. 

Annex 6 – Usage Profile for Simplified Building Energy Calculations 
 

Annex 7 – Renovation Projects: Maximum values of heat transfer coefficients 

Component/System 

GEG 2020 Non-Residential (Appendix 7) 

ASHRAE 90.1-2013 
(Climate Zone 5) 

Residential & 
Non-Residential 

Room Temp ≥19°C 

Non-Residential 
Room Temp 12 – 19°C 
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External Wall 
• Replacement 
• First time installation 
• Attaching cladding 
• Renewal of external plaster 

U = 0.24 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.35 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.513 W/(m2 K) (Mass) 

Curtain Wall 

• Entire component replacement or initial installation 

U = 1.5 W/ (m2 K) U = 1.9 W/ (m2 K) U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) (Fixed, Metal Frame) 
SHGC = 0.40 

Floor Slab U = 0.50 W/ (m2 K) No Requirement U = 0.321 W/(m2 K) (Mass) 
F = 1.191 (heated slab on grade) 

Roof Areas 
• Replacement or initial installation 
• Replacement of roof covering 
• Application or renewal of cladding or insulation 

U = 0.24 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.35 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.184 W/(m2 K) (Insulation entirely above deck) 
U = 0.210 W/(m2 K) (Metal Bldg) 
U = 0.119 W/(m2 K) (Attic and Other) 

Roof Areas 
• Replacement of watertight seal 

U = 0.20 W/ (m2 K) U = 0.35 W/ (m2 K) 

Roof (Glass) 
• Entire component replacement or initial installation 
• Glazing replacement 

U = 2.0 W/ (m2 K) U = 2.7 W/ (m2 K) U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) 
SHGC = 0.40 

Skylights 
• Entire component replacement or initial installation 

U = 1.4 W/ (m2 K) 
 

U = 1.9 W/ (m2 K) 
 

U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) 
SHGC = 0.40 

Windows, French Door 

• Entire component replacement or initial installation 

U = 1.3 W/ (m2 K) 
 

U = 1.9 W/ (m2 K) 
 

Window, Operable, Metal Frame 
U = 2.84 W/(m2 K) (Operable, Metal Frame) 
Entrance Door, Metal Frame 
U = 4.37 W/(m2 K) (Attic and Other) 
 
SHGC = 0.40 

Windows, French Door 
• Replacement of glazing 

U = 1.1 W/ (m2 K) 
 

No requirement 

French Door (sliding, folding, or lifting) 

• Entire component replacement or initial installation 

U = 1.6 W/ (m2 K) 
 

U = 1.9 W/ (m2 K) 

Windows, French Door w/special glazing 
• Entire component replacement or initial installation 
• Installation of front or inner windows 

U = 2.0 W/ (m2 K) U = 2.8 W/ (m2 K) 
 

Windows, French Doors, and Skylights w/special glazing 
• Replace special glazing 

U = 1.6 W/ (m2 K) No requirement  

RESOURCES 
1. GEG Flowchart 

a. O:\EC-E\PS\_EngTechLibrary\LEED_and_Sustainability\Host Nation 
Requirements\Germany 

2. Gebäudeenergiegesetz, GEG 2020 
a. O:\EC-E\PS\_EngTechLibrary\LEED_and_Sustainability\Host Nation 

Requirements\Germany 
3. Gebäudeenergiegesetz, GEG 2023 

a. O:\EC-E\PS\_EngTechLibrary\LEED_and_Sustainability\Host Nation 
Requirements\Germany 

b. https://www.forum-verlag.com/blog-bi/geg-2023 
4. Testing, Adjusting and Balancing (TAB) requirements 

a. https://www.hydraulischer-abgleich.de/allgemeines/service/normen-und-regeln/ 
b. https://www.hydraulischer-abgleich.de/wissensbox/din-94679-zum-hydraulischen-

abgleich/ 
5. ASHRAE 90.1-2013 

a. O:\EC-E\PS\_EngTechLibrary\LEED_and_Sustainability\ASHRAE 90_1 
 

https://www.hydraulischer-abgleich.de/allgemeines/service/normen-und-regeln/
https://www.hydraulischer-abgleich.de/wissensbox/din-94679-zum-hydraulischen-abgleich/
https://www.hydraulischer-abgleich.de/wissensbox/din-94679-zum-hydraulischen-abgleich/
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Appendix E. Presentations 

Day 1, Introduction (Peter Birkner,) 
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Day 1, Keynote Speaker (Dr. Andreas Meissauer),  
“Energy policy: Principles and strategies in Hesse and Germany” 

Dr. Andreas Meissauer 
Head of Division: Energy Policy, Renewable Energy, Energy Technology 
Ministry for Economic Affairs, Energy, Transport and Housing - State of Hessen 

We are currently undergoing disruptive processes of a global dimension that we considered 
unthinkable just a short time ago and from which our world has already now emerged changed. 

Already the effects of the coronavirus pandemic have made us drastically aware of the vulnerability 
of our economic and social system. 
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Then, in the middle of a phase when the end of the pandemic and with it the recovery of the 
economy and a return to social normality seemed in sight, devastating and felonious war was 
machinated from the Russian government against Ukraine, a sovereign neighbouring state. 

In the course of this, the Ukrainian infrastructure for electricity and heat - from large power plants to 
wind farms or even individual wind turbines to the transmission and distribution grids - has become 
the target of military action to an unprecedented extent. This far-reaching destruction and the 
accompanying arbitrary shortage of fossil fuels completely calls the services of general interest into 
question - not only in this winter, but also in the medium to long-term perspective. 

Even if the acts of war do not directly affect us, we are experiencing the fatal effects on the European 
and global economic system. 

This includes, for example, a rapid rise in prices in almost all sectors of the economy and above all in 
the energy sector, although there is no real shortage of oil and gas from a global perspective. 

This is driving global inflation with the very real risk of recession and widening the gap between rich 
and poor. 

Even though the German federal government and the other European governments have taken 
suitable measures to avoid a shortage of gas, at least for this winter, there is urgent need for creating 
sustainable long-term solutions. 

In addition, it should now have become drastically clear to the last person: We must end our 
dependence on fossil fuels as quickly as possible. 

Moreover, it is beyond all question that we must not lose sight of the ongoing climate change - 
despite all the burdens we are currently bearing because of war and pandemic. 

In order to be able to achieve the necessary limitation of global warming, the decarbonization of the 
energy sector, which recently caused more than 30 percent of all greenhouse gas emissions in 
Germany, is essential. 

In the long term, however, the energy transition also serves to reduce existing dependencies on 
unstable supply chains. 

It is therefore one of the central political projects of the federal government and has been one of the 
main priorities of the Hessian state government for many years. 

In our energy policy, we consistently focus on expanding renewable energies and increasing energy 
efficiency in the consumption sectors of heat, electricity and transport. 

First, the federal government sets the legal framework for energy and climate policy. 

Before this background, it has consequently geared the entire German climate and energy policy 
towards achieving internationally binding targets since the beginning of last year. 

The first thing to be mentioned in this context is the comprehensive amendment to the federal law 
on renewable energy, EEG. 

This law for the first time enshrines the principle that the expansion of renewable energies is in the 
overriding public interest. 

Furthermore, it stipulates the target of an 80 percent share of renewable energies in power 
generation in 2030 and the extensive climate neutrality of the energy sector in 2035. 

Further components of the Easter package are: 

- A solar acceleration package that aims to use all suitable roof space for solar energy in the 
future; 

- A wind-on-shore law for the short-term development of area potential for wind energy; 
- The reduction in electricity prices by abolishing the EEG surcharge; 
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- The increase in the new building standard on January 1, 2023 to the previous Efficiency 
House 55 standard, which reduces energy consumption; 

- The revision of the national hydrogen strategy with the aim of doubling the production of 
green hydrogen compared to previous plans through new funding programs. 

All of these measures mean nothing less than a departure from the previous "business as usual" and 
point the way to a climate-neutral energy future and are therefore welcomed and supported by the 
Hessian state government. 

Overall, we have made considerable progress with the energy turnaround in Hesse in recent years, 
and we are generating electricity in an increasingly sustainable, environmentally and climate-friendly 
manner. 

Wind, sun and other renewable energy sources now account for more than half of Hessian power 
generation, even if the expansion of wind energy has not yet regained the dynamics of previous 
years. 

Hesse takes into account nature and species protection when expanding renewable energies. 

With our innovative concepts, we are a big step ahead of other federal states. 

However, the necessary expansion of renewables requires that the necessary areas are available. 

In this context, we have simplified and standardized the enforcement of the law with the 
administrative regulations for the provision of suitable land. 

As early as 2012, the Hessian energy summit recommended securing around 2 percent of the area of 
the state of Hesse for wind power. 

In view of the current nationwide area target of 2.2 percent for wind energy, this finding is downright 
visionary. Up to now, we can consider a share of 1.89 percent of the state area as priority wind areas. 

These are just a few examples of the successful course of the energy transition in Hesse to date. We 
continue to develop our energy policy on this solid basis. 

The Energy Future Act of November 2012 plays a key role. 

We revised this State Act by the end of last year and - in the light of the new and extraordinarily 
ambitious goals at federal level - it is providing new impetus for energy efficiency and the expansion 
of renewable energies. 

First, the competent authorities for the approval of wind turbines and other facilities must take into 
account the principle that the necessary installations are in the overriding public interest and serve 
public safety. 

For the first time, with the new HEG, we have legally anchored the goal of making one percent of the 
country's area available for photovoltaics. 

In addition, the act considers the roof areas. 

However, we assume that at most half of this area, around 10,500 hectares, is available on roofs and 
other sealed surfaces. 

The remaining part is therefore going to be provided by outdoor areas, in particular conversion areas 
and areas used for agriculture. 

By simultaneously reducing the area used for bioenergy, we ensure that there will be no competition 
with regional food cultivation. 

By focusing on agri-PV, we aim at achieving the PV expansion targets in the most space-saving way 
possible. 
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Furthermore, the act invents a photovoltaic obligation for state-owned new and existing buildings as 
well as for large car parks. 

Overall, we see Hessen on a trend-setting path with regard to the environmentally compatible 
energy transition. 

With regard to energy efficiency, we will provide higher subsidies for building measures in the future 
that go beyond the minimum legal requirements. 

This measure particularly rewards highly efficient energy standards that reduce the building's energy 
requirements. 

Furthermore, we substantially increase the energy requirements for state-owned buildings. 

Finally, we establish a heat-planning obligation for municipalities with more than 20,000 inhabitants, 
covering 50% of the Hessian population. 

This allows municipalities to develop their heat supply strategically and in the long term in the 
direction of energy efficiency, climate neutrality and security of supply. 

All these examples show that we in Hesse have already anticipated much of what is currently under 
discussion on federal level within the scope of the possibilities of an individual federal state and have 
established ways of implementation. 

We will continue to follow this path consistently and accept the challenges. 

This includes, on the one hand, that the materials required for the expansion of renewable energies 
and the various measures in the field of energy efficiency are available in sufficient quantities and at 
affordable prices. 

Furthermore, we must motivate the young people in our country in particular to pursue appropriate 
career paths in the skilled trades. 

Because it is particularly important to close the fatal shortage of skilled workers in the production of 
the components and parts required for the energy transition, in plant construction and in building 
renovation. 

To this end, we work intensively with all relevant actors. 

We have set up a large number of programs and measures for education and qualification in the 
energy sector. 

In addition, of course, we will continue to be actively involved at federal level in the forthcoming 
design processes for implementing the energy transition. 

An ecologically, economically and socially compatible energy supply is and remains the benchmark 
for energy policy in Hesse 
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Day 1, “District Heating Germany” (Werner Lutsch) 
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Day 1, “Legal Framework” (Christian Held) 
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Day 1, “Financing the Future Renewables Based Energy System” (Olaf Beyme) 
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Day 2, Introduction (Alexander Zhivov) 
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Day 2, “EnergySecurity + Cost Effectiveness” (Ander Dyrelund) 
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Day 2, ”Roadmap to Resilient Clean Energy Future” (Andy Walker) 
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Day 2, “Austrian Strategy Energy Security” (Anna Maria Fulterer) 
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Day 2, “Decarbonization of Heating, Mobility and Industry” (Rainer Block) 
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Day 2, “Role of Fuel Cells” (Stephan Reimelt) 
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Day 2, “Utility Perspective” (David Petermann)  
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Day 2, “Data Security” (Thomas Blumenthal) 
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Day 2, “Future Energy Infrastructure_Chemical Industry” (Hannes Utikal) 
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Day 2, “DOD Installations” (Andrew Knox) 
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Day 2, Ploschke_Army Installations Strategy (AIS) Dec 2020 
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Day 2, Ploschke_Army Climate Strategy (Final Signed) 
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